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Date:  12/05/2012 

From:  Fernando Arias, Deputy Assistant to the President for Energy and Climate Change,  

Executive Office of the President 

To:  The Honorable Barack Obama, The President of the United States, The White House 

 

Subject:  Creation of the Energy Management Committee [EMC] on U.S. Energy Policy and 

Programs  

 

 

Recommended Action 

Mr. President, per your request, after careful consideration of effective means to develop 

and implement a forward-looking energy policy in the United States, I recommend creating a new 

Energy Management Committee [EMC] to coordinate a multi-agency taskforce that will oversee 

the policy, management, technology, and public relations of energy resources.  

 

Issues 

For the past several years, the U.S. has lacked a cogent energy policy. The necessary priorities 

that would have shaped the strategic administration of energy resources have been 

underdeveloped for some time, and likely played a significant role in compounding the risks that 

were realized during some of the energy-related environmental disasters of the past decade. 

 

I. Mismanagement of U.S. offshore energy resources. 

Offshore drilling platforms are massive engineering structures that must support oil 

production operations up to 230 miles off the coast of the Gulf of Mexico regardless of weather 

conditions. On April 20th, 2010, the British Petroleum (BP) Deepwater Horizon offshore oil rig 

exploded due to a series of poorly managed protocols, a failure to integrate operations, and a lack 

of government oversight to ensure public and environmental safety.  

BP took shortcuts in constructing the well to save time and money, while disregarding the 

compounded risks these actions could have on the health of workers and the natural environment. 

Also, technological advances in drilling technology outpaced the regulatory agency in charge of 

monitoring the construction and operation of the well, rendering government oversight useless. 

Ultimately, the former Minerals Management Service (MMS), the agency then responsible for 

inspecting and regulating off-shore oil rigs, had the conflicting duties of both administering leases 

to drilling companies and regulating their activities.  

  

II. Controversial fossil fuel development in the U.S. 

Hydraulic fracturing is a highly controversial issue in the U.S. because it could provide a 

century’s worth of energy supply, but comes with some serious. This process is called hydraulic 

fracturing, where after a wellbore has been drilled and cemented into place, a mixture of water, 

sand, and chemicals is pumped into the well under extreme pressure to break the rock layers open 

to release the natural gas (or a combination of gas and oil) along horizontal tracts of the well. 

Because not all drilling companies operate under strict environmental regulation, some of them 

conduct minimal ground surveys and employ inexperienced labor that result in poor drilling 

techniques in areas that are especially vulnerable to perturbations by oil and gas operations. 
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For example, between 2007 and 2009, several residential water wells in rural parts of Ohio and 

Pennsylvania leaked methane into homes that resulted in explosions. In Ohio, the gas migrated 

through the water column because of breeches made by the punctures of drilling operations to 

extract natural gas from layers of rock underground. The Ohio Department of Natural Resources 

eventually issued a 153-page report (PDF)1 blaming a nearby gas well's faulty concrete casing for 

releasing methane into an aquifer and causing the explosion.2  

Another controversial source of oil is located in Canada’s boreal forests, home to vast deposits 

of tar sands which are a combination of clay, sand, water, and bitumen which is a black viscous 

mixture of hydrocarbons obtained naturally that resembles the black ointment used in shoe polish. 

It is this oil-rich bitumen which is processed and then refined into oil.3 It requires vast open mine 

pits, and extensive processing and extraction sites to recover about 75% of the bitumen. This 

process has been in operation since June of 2010, when the first phase of the Keystone Pipeline 

went online transporting bitumen from Alberta, Canada to refineries in Illinois, U.S. along a 

combined 2,916 mile section of pipeline. A 291 mile extension of the system went operational 

almost a year later in February of 2011,4 with planned for further extensions to the Gulf of Mexico 

by the end of the decade. 

Notwithstanding the widespread disruptions to communities and fresh water sources via the 

pipeline distribution matrix of the tar sands process, this tremendous industrial process involves a 

variety of environmental impacts, such as greenhouse gas emissions, disturbance of habitats near 

mines, impacts on wildlife, and risks to air and water quality.  

 

III. International nuclear devastation with implications for the U.S. 

Back in the late 1960s, the Tokyo Electric Power Company chose to construct the Fukushima 

Daiichi nuclear power plant a mere 33 ft. above sea level instead of at the original elevation of 115 

ft. where the original site sat atop coastal bluffs to reduce the cost of the plant’s operations. This 

management decision to play down the risks in order to shave costs ensured the plant would be 

defenseless against the 46 ft tsunami that struck in March of 2011 and consequently breached the 

protective sea wall. 

The events that unfolded inside the four reactors after the coastal waters flooded the plant 

were a series of distracted management efforts that caused reactor No. 1 to explode. Other 

mechanical failures ensued when pump failures, flooded diesel generators and discharged 

batteries failed to control the meltdown. This prompted the desperate measure of spraying 

seawater pumped via fire trucks, compounding the risks of exposure to radioactive compounds by 

the emergency workers.  

But the Liberal Democratic Party political mistrust of the powerful nuclear industry is especially 

to blame, causing it to overlook existing safety protocols like the System for Environmental 

Emergency Dose Information (SPEEDI) for a full five days into the crisis, which led to many of the 

evacuated citizens to head straight toward the radioactive plume. The government eventually 

declared the site a disaster on par with the 1986 Chernobyl disaster in the Ukraine, and today has 

halted all new construction of nuclear power plants and is struggling to define what a post-nuclear 

energy policy would be at the expense of the past disinvestment in other energy provisions. 

                                                        
1 http://s3.amazonaws.com/propublica/assets/natural_gas/ohio_methane_report_080901.pdf 
2 http://www.propublica.org/article/officials-in-three-states-pin-water-woes-on-gas-drilling-426 
3 http://ostseis.anl.gov/guide/tarsands/index.cfm 
4 http://www.transcanada.com/oil-pipelines-projects.html 
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Goals and Actions 

IV. What is the future of U.S. offshore energy resources? 

With a newly restructured Minerals Management Service into three separate agencies to 

oversee the leasing, regulation, and technical development of offshore drilling platforms, it is 

unlikely that new leases will be issued without stringent new regulations. The work of these 

agencies should continue.  

However, the risks continue to escalate with climate variability and hurricane devastation a 

rising threat in coastal areas. Investment in scientific and technical advancements must remain a 

top priority so that safety and efficiency exceeds targets for future oil consumption. 

 

V. What is the future of fossil fuel development in the U.S.? 

Hydraulic fracturing offers the possibility of generating a much cleaner fuel alternative to coal 

for municipal energy supply and automobile/truck fleets. However, significant obstacles remain 

toward persuading the public of the safety of this source of energy due to a lack of uniform 

regulatory construction and environmental standards for  this unconventional fuel source. Public 

relations between industry and communities must take priority if this fuel source is to become 

commercially viable. 

However,  cross-continental pipelines that deliver unconventional bitumen fuel for processing 

in American refineries pose dangerous logistical challenges to public and environmental health, 

while also detracting from the White House’s 2011 plan for America’s oil independence as outlined 

in the “Blueprint for a Secure Energy Future”5.  

 

VI. What is the future of nuclear power in the U.S.? 

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) established the Near-Term Task Force to 

address the public and engage in more transparent safety regulations post the Fukushima 

disaster6. But just this week, whistleblowers from within the NRC have come forward to “publicly to 

accuse the NRC of being both disconcertingly sluggish and inappropriately secretive about severe 

-- and in one case, potentially catastrophic -- flood risks at nuclear plants that sit downstream from 

large dams.”7  

Clearly, nuclear power in the U.S. is also in need of restructuring. So while the public scrutinizes 

the NRC and potentially builds a case for a restructuring that shakes off old political regimes and 

embarks on a trajectory to deal with the unsustainable quantities of spent fuel being armored 

within the nuclear plant facilities, we need to prioritize expanding the scope of the currently 

mandated Multi-Agency Collaboration on Unconventional Oil and Gas Research8, to become the 

Energy Management Committee [EMC] on U.S. Energy Policy and Programs. 

 

  

                                                        
5 http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/blueprint_secure_energy_future.pdf 
6 http://www.nrc.gov/reactors/operating/ops-experience/japan/japan-meeting-briefing.html 
7 http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/12/04/nuclear-power-
whistleblowers_n_2232108.html?utm_campaign=120412&utm_medium=email&utm_source=Alert-green&utm_content=Photo 
8 http://www.doi.gov/news/pressreleases/loader.cfm?csModule=security/getfile&pageid=289759 
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Outputs and Outcomes 

The creation of a new multi-agency taskforce to be called the Energy Management 

Committee (EMC), will enable the taskforce to oversee the policy, management, technology, and 

public relations of energy resources for both fossil fuels, nuclear energy, and next-generation 

renewable energy technologies. It will prioritize the development of unconventional fuels such as 

shale gas and oil in an environmentally safe manner while adequately planning for the efficient 

consumption of these scarce fuel sources.  

The EMC will ensure that national policy for natural gas extraction and deployment 

coordinates with state-level environmental mandates, and expands on those by creating a 

framework for the advancement and communication of technical improvements to employing this 

energy resource.  

  Additionally, the EMC will utilize the best science research to expand on energy storage 

capacity so that whether solar, wind, oil, natural gas, or nuclear inputs that supply energy to the 

electricity grid will maximize the capture and utilization of electrical outputs regardless of the 

generation source.  

To achieve this mission, the new Energy Management Commission will partner with the 

Department of Defense’s research capabilities, building upon its initial multi-agency coordination 

mandate between the Department of Energy, the Environmental Protection Agency, and the 

Department of Interior, to build organization capacity and create the most forward-thinking 

technical solutions for energy distribution, while addressing currently unsustainable burdens on a 

warming climate due to carbon loading of the atmosphere.   

 

Pros and Cons 

The oil and gas industry might initially reject stronger regulation on their unconventional 

drilling practices and pipeline projects. But ultimately, they could rally to supporting the EMC 

regulations because it would facilitate their permitting process and save them future potential 

external costs by complying. Similarly, the nuclear power industry might  object to further 

oversight citing the Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s regime.  

However, it’s clear that some reform is needed at the agency level and the EMC will provide 

sufficient collaborative inputs that its resulting guidance and frameworks will advance the energy 

industry toward appropriate methods to maximize utility and maintain safe environmental health. 

Mr. President, you must persuade the Department of Defense, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 

and the other agencies to collaborate on the budgetary and intellectual resources to facilitate 

better energy outputs for the U.S. so that you can ameliorate the current impasse of debates about 

the safety of natural gas and nuclear energy. 

 

Options 

One alternative would be to scale down the scope of a new regulatory committee, and 

instead expand the mission of the Bureau of Safety and Environmental Enforcement to encompass 

both onshore and offshore drilling practices. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission would be 

subject to any restructuring, and the existing Multi-Agency Collaboration on Unconventional Oil 

and Gas Research would retain its scientific and technical mission. 
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Implementation 

With your approval, I will make the necessary arrangements to hold an inter-agency press 

conference to announce your intent to create the Energy Management Committee [EMC] on U.S. 

Energy Policy and Programs. I will clear this action with your Staff Agenda, and ensure the greatest 

possible attendance outcomes from all pertinent personnel. 

 

Finally, by allocating resources and intent from key federal homeland security programs, 

you will demonstrate your sincere commitment to the priorities of securing a diverse energy future 

for the people of the United States of America.  


